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III.4 CENTRAL EUROPE

1. This chapter covers UNHCR activities in Albania, Austria, Bulgaria, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia.

2. In addition to Austria, the UNHCR Regional Office in Vienna covers
activities in the Czech Republic, Poland and Slovakia. The other UNHCR Offices in
Albania, Bulgaria, Romania and the Branch Office in Hungary report directly to
Headquarters.

3. UNHCR’s activities in Central Europe focus on protection, refugee law
promotion, institution-building, training and limited assistance programmes for
asylum-seekers where national structures do not exist for this purpose. Efforts
centre on establishing fair and effective eligibility procedures to which
asylum-seekers can have access. While the number of recognized refugees remains
limited in Central and Eastern Europe, most countries provide temporary protection
to significant numbers of persons fleeing conflict areas in former Yugoslavia.
These countries are also affected by transit migration movements, which often blur
the distinction between migrants and genuine asylum-seekers. To stem irregular
movements of people, border controls have been intensified. UNHCR has also stepped
up border missions to sensitize officials to the rights of refugees.

4. While all Central European States have become signatories to the 1951
Convention and its 1967 Protocol, only two have adopted national legislation
implementing the provisions of these instruments. UNHCR is providing assistance to
those countries whose legislation remains at the drafting stage. Meanwhile, a
large number of readmission agreements have been concluded between both the
European Union and Central European countries. Enacting refugee legislation in
Central European countries assumes additional importance in order to afford
asylum-seekers access to eligibility procedures. UNHCR continues to support the
nascent non-governmental organization (NGO) movement, notably in cooperation with
the European Consultation on Refugees and Exiles (ECRE).

A. Austria

1. Beneficiary population

5. According to the Austrian Government an estimated 80,000 Bosnian refugees
have benefited from the temporary protection regime since 1 April 1992. The number
of Bosnian refugees assisted under the special assistance scheme decreased from
24,573 on 31 December 1994 to 22,639 at the end of March 1995, of whom 41 per cent
are accommodated in public premises or facilities rented by the Government and 59
per cent are living in private accommodation. The decrease is due to integration
into the labour market.

6. During the year, the number of refugees who were granted asylum in
Austria remained fairly stable; at the end of December 1994 some 18,494 from
various countries were granted asylum in Austria.
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7. In 1994, 5,082 persons sought asylum in Austria. The majority originated
from Iraq, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the Islamic
Republic of Iran, Turkey and The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. Based on
the fact that the Austrian authorities took some 9,295 negative decisions in 1994,
the rate for granting asylum dropped slightly from 7.8 per cent in 1993 to 7.6 per
cent in 1994. During the first quarter of 1995 the number of asylum applications
remained at some 400 per month. However, given the combination of more
asylum-seekers from Bosnia and Herzegovina and the processing of long-pending
cases, the rate for granting asylum stands at 25.6 per cent.

2. Developments in 1994 and 1995

8. In April 1995, Austria introduced visa requirements for Bosnian citizens.
As from mid 1995 the right of residence for Bosnian refugees under the temporary
protection scheme has been prolonged for one year (an improvement over the past,
when the temporary residence permit was extended only for six months at a time).
At the end of April 1995, an amendment to the Residence Law was adopted by the
Parliament, improving some of the provisions such as family reunion and residence
possibilities of foreigners living in Austria.

9. After the parliamentary elections in October 1994 a document discussing
the main areas of the 1991 Asylum Act where, in the view of UNHCR, amendments are
called for, was submitted for consideration to the Government. Upon UNHCR’s
request an expert group has been established by the Ministry of the Interior in
order to discuss UNHCR’s proposals listed in the above document. As from early
1995 the Government started to review the asylum/aliens policy, including the
legislation and concomitant procedures on the basis of humanitarian principles.
UNHCR has been invited to follow-up on the issues concerning the amendments to the
1991 Asylum Law with senior government officials.

10. In follow-up to the UNHCR-NGO Partnership in Action (PARinAC), a meeting
of over 60 Austrian NGOs took place in November 1994 with representatives of the
Ministry of the Interior. Following this meeting the permanent Joint Refugee
Commission, composed of ten major Austrian NGOs and UNHCR as an observer, has been
established to identify and support persons who, while needing protection, are not
provided the required assistance in Austria. A joint UNHCR-NGO meeting is scheduled
to take place in 1995.

11. The UNHCR-CARITAS Legal Counselling project constitutes an essential tool
for UNHCR in the fulfillment of its protection function. Owing to the legal
framework, the authorities and Higher Courts are regularly seized of legal issues
affecting many refugees. The number of new cases given legal advice and/or
represented by the lawyers and/or the Project Coordinator increased from 536 in
1993 to 620 in 1994. In 1994 and 1995 the project focused on five main protection
areas of which most of the problems were related to detention pending deportation
and the principle of non-refoulement . Due to the heavy workload in 1994, lawyers
working under the project were not in a position to assist all
refugees/asylum-seekers who fulfill the criteria for referral to the project and
were deemed to be in need of assistance. Therefore, the number of part-time
lawyers working under the project increased to eleven. The lawyers’ involvement in
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preparing well argued and cogent cases has proved to be useful (e.g., a decision
rendered by the Higher Administrative Court in 1994 for the first time aligned the
treatment of deserters and draft evaders with Executive Committee conclusions).
Savings in the project implemented by CARITAS were largely offset by the declining
exchange rate of the United States dollar.

12. In order to make a constructive contribution to durable solutions in
Austria and to encourage and reinforce the commitment of NGOs as well as to
generate public awareness/interest in refugee issues, UNHCR presented for the first
time an award to the most successful refugee implementing project by an NGO. The
1994 UNHCR Award achieved not only wide media coverage but also helped many local
NGOs in getting more credibility vis-à-vis their donors.

13. Temporary protection beneficiaries are permitted to work. They are
listed as third priority category after unemployed Austrians and migrant workers
who have already lived in Austria for a longer period of time. The number of
employed "war refugees" from Bosnia and Herzegovina (not including non-assisted
refugees and those granted asylum according to the 1991 Asylum Law) decreased from
6,504 in March 1994 to 5,109 in March 1995. The total number of Bosnian citizens
employed, including those who were part of the older Yugoslav workforce in Austria,
increased from 10,343 in March 1994 to 20,268 in March 1995.

3. 1996 country programmes

(a) Objectives

14. UNHCR will continue to intensify efforts connected with European Union
affairs in the harmonization discussions.

15. UNHCR will focus on its cooperation with the Government providing
information on the situation of countries and expert opinions as well as support
for training activities.

16. UNHCR will also continue the dialogue with the Government concerning
relevant legislation and procedures to bring such legislation into compliance with
international law. In this connection UNHCR will reiterate its concerns related to
the situation of illegal refugees residing in Austria with the aim of legalizing
their status.

17. In addition, UNHCR will make provisions for a continued strengthening of
the UNHCR-CARITAS Legal Counselling project. The Aliens and Asylum Acts foresee a
series of procedures applying to asylum-seekers who are neither versed in Austrian
Law nor fluent in German. Consequently they face various difficulties in
safeguarding their protection needs and multiple interventions by lawyers for a
single case are common. On the question of Bosnian refugees UNHCR will make every
effort to reinforce its negotiations with the Government in order to ensure that
Bosnians are not deported to their home country, that persons entitled to
international protection enjoy a legal status while in Austria and that integration
measures, including psycho-social counselling, are adequately secured.
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18. UNHCR will continue to strengthen its cooperation with NGOs, not only
through regular country-wide and joint training of NGO staff working in the field
of refugees, but also through continuous contacts, providing relevant information
and legal advice either directly (e.g. the Joint Refugee Commission) or through the
UNHCR-CARITAS Legal Counselling Project.

19. In 1996 UNHCR plans to present a third annual award to the most
successful refugee implementing project put into effect by an NGO.

20. Greater focus will be placed on the situation of refugee women and
children. To date little information is available on the specific reasons of flight
of refugee women, their treatment during the asylum procedure, or possibilities for
integration in Austria, in particular with regard to language skills, labour market
access, social status, etc. To enable UNHCR to properly focus on the needs of
refugee women and children an in-depth analysis on the needs of refugee women will
be commissioned.

(b) Proposed budget for 1996

21. Assistance foreseen for 1995 will continue through 1996 focusing mainly
on the legal counselling project and the training of NGO staff including the
undertaking of a study on the specific situation of refugee women.

(c) Implementing partners

22. CARITAS -Austria continues to be UNHCR’s implementing partner for the
Legal Counselling Project and will continue to cover 60 per cent of the salary and
salary-related costs of the Project Coordinator and 100 per cent of the costs of a
full-time secretary. Through its country-wide refugee social counselling structure
CARITAS staff will work in close cooperation with the Project Coordinator and the
lawyers working under the project.

23. Other activities will be implemented directly by the Regional Office in
close coordination with CARITAS.

(d) Programme Delivery and Administrative Support Costs

24. Variations due to changes in budget parameters are not discussed in the
subsequent analysis (Overview of UNHCR Activities, Part I (A/AC.96/845) refers).

(i) 1994 expenditure (all sources of funds)

25. The 1994 expenditure was not significantly different from revised
estimates.

(ii) Revised 1995 requirements (all sources of funds)

26. The revised 1995 requirements are slightly higher than the initial
estimates due to the creation of an additional secretariat post and to the fall in
the value of the United States dollar.
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(iii) Initial 19996 requirements (all sources of funds)

27. Initial 1996 requirements are not significantly different from revised
1995 requirements.

B. Hungary

1. Beneficiary population

28. By the end of 1994, Hungary hosted some 2,900 Convention refugees,
including 1,800 Romanians and 900 persons from the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
In addition, some 7,700 persons from the former Yugoslavia benefit from temporary
protection (1,729 accommodated in collective centres and the rest in private
accommodation).

2. Developments in 1994 and 1995

29. Due to Hungary’s application of the geographic limitation to the 1951
Convention, UNHCR has a direct responsibility for the status determination of
non-European asylum seekers and the provision of assistance to those who are
recognized by UNHCR (Mandate refugees). Registered refugees from the former
Yugoslavia continue to benefit from government assistance. They do not have
automatic legal access to labour markets, however, and they require permits from
the local labour authorities.

30. Mandate refugees are normally granted residence permits renewable on a
regular basis. Since integration into Hungarian society is extremely difficult,
they sometimes decide to leave Hungary illegally. UNHCR is engaged in a dialogue
with the Government to obtain permission for recognized non-European refugees to be
allowed to integrate in Hungary. UNHCR will continue to pressure the Government to
submit a draft law to Parliament on refugees, which would deal inter alia with the
situation of refugees under temporary protection, to regularize their status and
detail their rights and responsibilities.

31. Until such a time as the geographic limitation is lifted, UNHCR will
continue to provide for reception, accommodation and integration of non-European
asylum-seekers and refugees. As in previous years, assistance is provided in
health care, social counselling, education as well as legal and social counselling
to refugees and asylum-seekers. This assistance will continue in 1996.

32. UNHCR’s primary objective is to reinforce the infrastructure concerning
refugees by supporting the Government and NGOs through guidance and training
activities.

33. While some refugees from the former Yugoslavia expect to return, others
view integration as a more realistic option. UNHCR’s objective is to assist the
Government in creating conditions conducive to integration. The Government seems
ready to ease their access to the labour market.
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34. As a result, in March 1995 an agreement was reached with the Government
to reorient the care and maintenance programme for refugees from the former
Yugoslavia towards self-sufficiency. UNHCR’s contribution will be used primarily
for assistance to privately accommodated refugees and to strengthen their capacity
for self-sufficiency, particularly through language and vocational training,
apprenticeship, business grants, etc. Assuming no changes in factors affecting the
movement of asylum-seekers into Hungary take place in 1995, the number of
registered refugees should decrease and, as a result of the assistance programme to
privately accommodated refugees, the number of refugees in need of assistance
should decrease in 1996. It is proposed to cover all care and maintenance needs
under the General Programmes for 1996 and therefore an increased allocation is
proposed.

35. The responsibility for reception, accommodation and integration of
European refugees lies with the Ministry of Interior. UNHCR offers complementary
assistance to privately accommodated refugees as well as means to develop their
capacity to become self-sufficient. Care and maintenance of non-European refugees
continues to be provided by UNHCR’s main operational partner, the Hungarian Red
Cross. Both the Hungarian Red Cross and Inter Church Aid are regularly involved in
refugee work and have gradually assumed greater responsibility in providing social
and legal counselling and care and maintenance to both groups of refugees. In
addition, UNHCR will encourage other NGOs to assist in projects related to the
integration of refugees into Hungarian society.

(d) Programme Delivery and Administrative Support Costs

36. Variations due to changes in budget parameters are not discussed in the
subsequent analysis (Overview of UNHCR Activities, Part I (A/AC.96/845) refers).

(i) 1994 expenditure (all sources of funds)

37. The 1994 expenditure was not significantly different from revised
estimates.

(ii) Revised 1995 requirements (all sources of funds)

38. The revised 1995 requirements do not vary significantly from the initial
estimates.

(iii) Initial 1996 requirements (all sources of funds)

39. The 1996 requirements are similar to those of the 1995 revised estimates.

C. Other Countries in Central Europe

1. Albania

40. As of 31 December 1994, some 3,000 to 5,000 persons from the former
Yugoslavia are reported to have sought refuge in Albania. Kosovars who have sought
temporary refuge are largely integrated in the northern provinces of Tropoja, Puka,
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Kukes, Shkodra and Tirana. Others who have sought refuge in Albania are from
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Montenegro (Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) and are
currently living in Tirana and Shkodra.

41. Albania became a signatory to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status
of Refugees on 18 August 1992 and the Government makes every effort to adhere to
its provisions. In promoting suitable legislation on migration and the status of
refugees, amendments proposed by UNHCR were incorporated in the draft law which is
now pending discussion by the Council of Ministers. This law is expected to enter
into force by the end of the current year. Consequently, a draft decision to
establish the Office of the National Commission for Refugees is under consideration
by the Council of Ministers.

42. Given the economic difficulties, the Albanian Government concentrates its
scarce resources on assistance to ethnic Albanians. A potential major influx from
neighbouring countries would place a considerable strain on its ability to deal
with this. Consequently, UNHCR, in cooperation with the Inter-Ministerial
Commission for Refugees (IMCR) and the Albanian Red Cross is at present updating a
Contingency Plan developed in 1992. Information is to be gathered on potential
operational partners with the aim of assisting a target population of some 100,000
refugees.

43. In April 1994, the Albanian Government signed a cooperation agreement for
the operating of the UNHCR Liaison Office in Tirana. In 1995 and 1996, the UNHCR
Liaison Office will continue assisting the Government in establishing refugee
status determination procedures and making provisions for the translation of the
Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status. The Office
will also seek closer cooperation with the Council of Europe and the Albanian
Helsinki Committee and will promote the operational capacity of local NGOs such as
the Albanian Red Cross.

44. In 1995 a care and maintenance programme was established, funded from
other programmes to cater to a small group of refugees and asylum-seekers,
providing them with social/legal counselling, accommodation and subsistence
allowance when necessary. The Albanian Red Cross is UNHCR’s operational partner in
Tirana.

2. Bulgaria

45. At 31 December 1994, there were some 1,060 persons of concern to UNHCR in
Bulgaria, including 200 de facto refugees from the former Yugoslavia and almost 100
mandate refugees. Some 20 per cent of these are women. While most persons are
from Afghanistan, the former Yugoslavia and the Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS), the number of persons from Ethiopia, Iraq and the Syrian Arab Republic
increased significantly.

46. Bulgaria acceded to the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol on 12 May 1993.
On 12 September 1994, the Council of Ministers decreed a refugee ordinance which
entered into force in November 1994. All asylum-seekers are referred to the
Bulgarian National Bureau on Territorial Asylum and Refugee (NBTAR). Status
determination is no longer carried out by the UNHCR Liaison Office in Bulgaria but
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by the National Bureau.

47. All Mandate refugees and 67 refugees from the former Yugoslavia continue
to receive assistance from the local settlement project while the other persons are
primarily under the care of the Bulgarian authorities. There are no
reception/registration centres in Bulgaria and the assistance available to them is
minimal. The 1994 project, implemented by the Bulgarian Red Cross, included health
care, social counselling, an employment network, accommodation/subsistence as well
as educational support and language training. In 1996, the care and maintenance
project is designed mainly to assist persons of concern from the former Yugoslavia
registered with NBTAR.

48. To date, virtually no refugees have attained self-sufficiency. The main
programme objectives of the local settlement project for 1995 and the care and
maintenance project for 1996 therefore focus on the social and economic integration
of recognized refugees.

49. The majority of persons from the former Yugoslavia who found temporary
protection in Bulgaria left for other countries, particularly in Western Europe, in
the absence of viable integration possibilities.

50. Legal assistance and training focuses on refugee law, advanced courses on
procedural aspects aimed at magistrates and other decision-makers, and on
interviewing techniques. Administrative support is provided by NBTAR and NGOs
concerned with refugee law. Legal assistance for asylum-seekers and refugees aims
at providing counselling and advice on the whole refugee determination process, as
well as their rights.

51. Owing to the increase in the number of persons requiring assistance and
the lack of alternative support systems, the local settlement amount for 1995 for
individual support, health care and social services had to be increased. The
increase of the care and maintenance allocation for 1996 is primarily due to the
inclusion of the assistance programme for refugees from the former Yugoslavia in
the General Programmes. The assistance given will also serve to support the
establishment of a network of lawyers to provide legal counselling to
asylum-seekers and refugees at all stages of the refugee status determination
procedure.

3. The Czech Republic

52. As at 31 December 1994, there were some 2,400 persons of concern to UNHCR
in the Czech Republic, most of whom were accommodated in three types of refugee
centres: four asylum-seeker centres (mainly Armenians and Bosnians); eleven
humanitarian centres (some 1,200 persons from the former Yugoslavia); and nine
integration centres (for recognized refugees). In addition, there were some 1,800
persons of concern residing outside these centres.

53. The Government is planning to prepare new legislation regarding
foreigners in 1995, including a new asylum law. UNHCR will comment on the draft
asylum law and on other legal provisions that may be relevant to refugees. The
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objective for 1995 and 1996 is to focus on ensuring that asylum-seekers have access
to determination procedures and on establishing and maintaining a fair status
determination procedure. A further objective is to assist recognized refugees with
local integration and to assimilate those benefiting from temporary refuge. In
response to the introduction of new asylum legislation in Germany and other
European countries, access to Czech asylum procedures has become increasingly
restrictive.

54. The current decree granting temporary refuge to persons from the former
Yugoslavia is being extended. With regard to persons who have been granted
temporary refuge due to their extended stay, avenues are being sought to facilitate
their eventual local integration. Meanwhile, with a view to facilitating
integration, UNHCR through its operational partners, provides vocational training
to adults. The Czech Department for Refugees is coordinating a programme of
psychological counselling for persons from the former Yugoslavia, which is funded
by UNHCR and is implemented by the Association for Social and Psychological Aid
(LOCUS).

55. Recognized refugees currently receive government integration assistance.
Through its operational partners, UNHCR provides legal and social counselling to
refugees on access to social programmes including social welfare, education,
employment and housing. In 1996, it is planned to include assistance to refugees
from the former Yugoslavia in the General Programmes.

56. The Government provides basic care and maintenance to asylum-seekers and
persons with temporary refuge residing in humanitarian centres. Some recognized
refugees are provided with housing assistance in "integration centres". UNHCR,
through the Helsinki Committee (Bohemia) and the Citizens Society for Aid to
Immigrants (SOZE) (Moravia) is providing legal and social counselling. The
Organization for Aid for Refugees (OPU) has established vocational training
workshops for heads of household, particularly women from the former Yugoslavia.
The European Consultation for Refugees and Exiles (ECRE) continues to provide
support to NGOs through training and workshops focused on institution-building and
legal issues. The Canadian Embassy has provided some funding for offices and
furniture to the Helsinki Committee and SOZE and has mediated a grant to OPU for
vocational training for women from a Canadian NGO. UNHCR is planning to cooperate
in 1995 with CARITAS (Brno) to provide accommodation to asylum-seekers whose cases
are pending for judicial review with the High Court.

57. The 1995/1996 programme priorities are to continue reinforcing legal
counselling activities and promoting integration of recognized refugees through
vocational training, employment and other gainful activities. SOZE and the
Helsinki Committee will employ up to six lawyers and six social workers for
counselling of refugees and monitoring of the legal procedures. The most serious
problem encountered by the recognized refugees is to find housing in urban areas
where employment opportunities exist. The Government provides accommodation as a
temporary measure in integration centres for recognized refugees and as a long-term
measure through housing schemes. It is expected that due to the Government’s
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generous policy of increased assimilation of persons benefiting from temporary
protection, the number of beneficiaries in need of integration assistance may
increase. Two documents are being prepared by the Government to assist in the
integration of recognized refugees as well as the assimilation of those benefiting
from temporary protection.

58. As no major developments have occurred with regard to repatriation to
former Yugoslavia, it is foreseen that psychological counselling and vocational
training activities for refugees from Bosnia and Herzegovina will continue in 1996.

4. Poland

59. At 31 December 1994, Poland hosted some 400 refugees, 250 of whom were
from the former Yugoslavia. The Government hosted 265 refugees and asylum-seekers
in centres which are partly supported by UNHCR. Some 200 persons from the former
Yugoslavia who stay in private accommodation receive only occasional assistance
from the local authorities and the Polish Red Cross Society.

60. According to the Government, 90 per cent of the Bosnians in Poland who
have applied for refugee status have been recognized under the 1951 Convention.
Recognized refugees are issued with a Convention Travel Document, and local
government authorities are instructed to issue them with visas that include a work
permit. Poland is a major refugee transit country: Government figures indicate
that less than 5 per cent of all potential asylum-seekers formally lodge their
application in Poland; most who do have been unable to reach their desired
destination. Moreover, many whose claims are being processed or who have been
recognized as refugees leave Poland. With the introduction of visa requirements
for citizens from the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and Bosnia and Herzegovina on
1 July 1993, and the entry into force of the Polish-German readmission agreement on
the same date, entries and transit movements of refugees and asylum-seekers in
Poland have decreased.

61. Two divergent developments have marked the recognition policy of the
Polish Government. On the one hand, 90 per cent of the Bosnian applicants have
been granted Convention refugee status while the recognition rate for other
nationals remains at the rate of 23 per cent in 1993 and 1994. Following
interventions by UNHCR and some NGOs, the Government adopted a less restrictive
approach with regard to accepting applications. Furthermore, by 1994, the Polish
Government had signed readmission agreements with the Schengen States (Belgium, the
Netherlands, Luxembourg, France, Germany, Italy), Ukraine, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Croatia, Greece, the Republic of Moldova and
Hungary. The draft aliens act is expected to be passed in 1995.

62. In January 1995, the sejm (Parliament) amended the law on employment and
incorporated the automatic right of recognized refugees to employment. The
Government is also preparing an amendment to the law on social welfare that will
grant recognized refugees the same rights to social benefits as Polish citizens.

63. Approximately 50 per cent of the refugee caseload consists of elderly
persons, vulnerable women and children, who cannot take up employment. They are
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provided with the necessary care in special facilities, supported jointly by the
Government, NGOs and UNHCR. The transition from the present camp life to greater
self-sufficiency will be assisted by legal and social counsellors working for NGOs.

64. In May 1995, the number of assisted beneficiaries remained at 200 persons
including recognized refugees from Bosnia and Herzegovina. Refugees from the
former Yugoslavia who were assisted by the Red Cross in 1993 are now assisted by
the Government. UNHCR will in 1995 and 1996 continue supporting the provision of
legal and social counselling for refugees and asylum-seekers through the Helsinki
Foundation and Polish Humanitarian Action (PHA). The Polish CARITAS which runs
social counselling and general legal advice office will receive financial support
from UNHCR as will the centre for the advancement of women (CPK) which provides
social counselling for refugee women.

65. The Government will continue to discuss provisions of integration,
medical, education and vocational training activities. Furthermore, the specific
needs of the high proportion of elderly refugees and children have to be addressed
in order to facilitate small-scale income-generation, language training and
education. PHA aims to provide social counselling to an increased caseload not
supported by the Government. A pilot programme for integration of refugees is
being initiated by both Polish Humanitarian Action and the Polish Red Cross.

66. Local integration support will be granted to recognized refugees. In
1995 within the framework of institution-building, it is planned that by the end of
1995, NGOs (UNHCR partners) would have strengthened their network enabling UNHCR to
refer up to 85 per cent of its individual cases to them. In 1995/1996, the
emphasis will be to continue establishing a well-functioning and a fair refugee
status determination procedure, a successful integration programme, and a
strengthened NGO network. In 1996, assistance to refugees from the former
Yugoslavia will be covered under General Programmes.

67. The Polish Ministry of Interior was strengthened during 1993 by financial
contributions from the German Government (1993: DM 40 million; 1994: DM 80 million
part of which was allocated to the Polish Refugee Office). The NGO network,
however, is in need of continued support, and UNHCR will therefore provide specific
training activities and limited material assistance.

5. Romania

68. By the end of 1994, Romania had registered some 1,200 persons of concern
to UNHCR, mostly from Bangladesh, Iraq, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Somalia, Sudan and
India. The majority are adult males, with 116 women.

69. As no legislation has been enacted implementing the 1951 Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees, to which Romania acceded on 7 August 1991,
registration structures, status determination procedures and assistance to needy
individuals are still rudimentary. Given the delay encountered in introducing
status determination procedures and the minimal assistance provided to all but a
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few asylum-seekers, an increasing number of asylum-seekers are destitute. State
assistance in the form of basic food and accommodation for refugees at a hostel is
now being withdrawn by the Government, and there is therefore no immediate prospect
for integration of asylum-seekers.

70. On several occasions, UNHCR has reiterated to the Government its
willingness to assist in developing appropriate national procedures and structures
relating to refugee status determination. UNHCR thus provides advice in the
drafting of refugee-related legislation as well as training for government
officials on matters related to registration and status determination procedures.
Training will also continue for members of the police and representatives of NGOs.

71. The Government of Romania has requested UNHCR funding to establish a
refugee reception centre at an appropriate site yet to be identified. Based on
the current need, addressing the critical housing problem of refugees and
asylum-seekers is one of the principal objectives and priorities for 1995 and 1996.
A provision has been made for this in the 1995 and 1996 budgets. In addition, and
at the initiative of UNHCR, the Romanian authorities are now looking at the
possibility of obtaining interest-free loans from the Social Development Fund of
the Council of Europe to undertake this project.

72. UNHCR also contributes towards some of the costs of maintaining the
facilities operated by the Committee for Migration Problems. The UNHCR care and
maintenance project provides assistance, in the form of subsistence and
accommodation, to newly arrived asylum-seekers and to destitute refugees as a
result of the withdrawal of state assistance. While the prospects for the
integration of refugees remain uncertain, efforts continue to secure access to
elementary education and vocational training for recognized refugees.
Income-generation activities will be pursued in 1996 through operational partners.

73. The Romanian Independent Society for Human Rights (SIRDO) is UNHCR’s main
operational partner. SIRDO and the Association for the Defence of Human Rights in
Romania-Helsinki Committee (APADOR-CH) are also involved in legal/social
counselling activities, and in promoting awareness of refugee issues.

6. Slovakia

74. At 31 December 1994, the number of refugees and asylum-seekers in
Slovakia was estimated to be some 2,000 persons composed of 1,850 de facto
refugees from the former Yugoslavia, 150 refugees mainly from Afghanistan, Armenia
and Azerbaijan, 18 Mandate refugees, and 31 asylum-seekers. There were also 184
stateless persons . The Migration Office of the Ministry of Interior is hosting
some 400 de facto refugees from the former Yugoslavia and asylum-seekers in three
collective centres and some 700 have been accommodated within the framework of a
host family scheme. In addition, the Ministry of Interior estimates that the
number of aliens staying illegally in Slovakia is 40,000 to 60,000 some of whom may
be of concern to UNHCR.

75. UNHCR continues to play a pro-active role in lobbying for fair and
comprehensive refugee and human rights legislation. While the social and economic
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rights of refugees were partly clarified through the issuance of internal
instructions from the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs in March 1995, the
shortage of housing still hinders their proposals for a rapid integration. A new
refugee law, on which UNHCR has provided detailed comments, should be adopted by
Parliament in the fall of this year. A new aliens law was enacted in April 1995.
The Slovak authorities extended full cooperation to UNHCR in the different stages
of the drafting of these laws and regulations.

76. Through regular border missions, dialogue and intervention with the
competent authorities, UNHCR protection activities mainly focus on ensuring the
unhindered and effective access of all asylum-seekers to the asylum procedure.
Local integration remains the most desirable solution for refugees in Slovakia.
The local settlement project begun this year is designed to provide up to 1,000
asylum-seekers and refugees with social and legal counselling. In 1995, initial
support will be given to a target group of 80 refugee heads of household in the
fields of housing, vocational training and job placement. This assistance will
continue in 1996.

77. De facto refugees from the former Yugoslavia are granted temporary
protection. These persons are allowed to work subject to a work permit being
granted. Those who stay in humanitarian centres receive accommodation, meals and
basic medical care. Needy persons accommodated with host families may be granted
social aid benefits as for Slovak citizens. The authorities do not at this stage
foresee specific integration measures for de facto refugees from the former
Yugoslavia since they are still considered to be merely in need of temporary
protection. They benefit from assistance under the Special Programme for former
Yugoslavia in the fields of vocational training, education and development of
community services/activities. In 1996, it is proposed to finance these activities
under General Programmes.

78. In 1995 and 1996, UNHCR will continue focusing on legal training for NGOs
and Government officials who deal with refugee status determination. The aim is to
improve the quality of the current status determination procedure and to create an
overall awareness of refugee needs and problems. Sectoral training will focus on
refugee status determination and interviewing techniques, legal and social
counselling. The provision for the training of NGOs is being covered through a
joint UNHCR/ECRE project. The 1996 local settlement projects has increased due to
the incorporation into General Programmes of the programme of assistance to
refugees from the former Yugoslavia.

79. CARITAS-Slovakia provides social orientation and support to de facto
refugees and asylum-seekers coming from the former Yugoslavia. The Milan Simecka
Foundation will undertake a survey aimed at making proposals to address
shortcomings in the assistance programme for refugee children in the field of
culture, psychological well-being, care and education. Organizacia na Pomoc
Utecencom (OPU) will continue to organize the production and the distribution of a
newsletter. The Bjornson Society and OPU will develop vocational training
programmes for de facto refugees and other refugees aimed at facilitating effective
access to the labour market. The NGO Freedom will provide educational counselling
and support to refugee children attending kindergarten, primary and secondary
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schools and higher education for some refugees from the former Yugoslavia. The
Migration Office will continue to provide psychological/medical support to 400 de
facto refugees accommodated in the three main humanitarian centres. Info Roma will
provide legal counselling and support to asylum-seekers and refugees.

(a) Programme Delivery and Administrative Support Costs

80. Variations due to changes in budget parameters are not discussed in the
subsequent analysis (Overview of UNHCR Activities, Part I (A/AC.96/845) refers).

(i) 1994 expenditure (all sources of funds)

81. The 1994 expenditure was not significantly different from revised
estimates.

(ii) Revised 1995 requirements (all sources of funds)

82. The revised 1995 requirements are higher than the initial estimates due
to the creation of posts in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, the Slovakia, Poland and
Romania.

(iii) Initial 1996 requirements (all sources of funds)

83. The 1996 requirements are similar to those of revised 1995 estimates.










